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Abstract

Purpose Percutaneous procedures are increasingly used for the treatment of tu-
mors in abdominal structures. Most of the time, these procedures are planned
based on static preoperative images, and do not take into account any motions,
while breathing control is not always applicable. In this paper, we present a method
to automatically adjust the planned path in real time according to the breathing.
Methods First, an estimation of the organs motions during breathing is per-
formed during an observation phase. Then we propose an approach named Real
Time Intelligent Trajectory (RTIT) that consists in finding the most appropriate
moments to push the needle along the initially planned path, based on the motions
and the distance to surrounding organs. We also propose a second approach called
Real Time Straight Trajectory (RTST) that examines sixteen scenarios of needle
insertion at constant speed, starting at eight different moments of the breathing
cycle with two different speeds.
Results We evaluated our methods on six 3D models of abdominal structures
built using image datasets and a real-time simulation of breathing movements.
We measured the deviation from the initial path, the target positioning error, and
the distance of the actual path to risky structures. The path proposed by RTIT
approach is compared to the best path proposed by RTST.
Conclusions We show that the RTIT approach is relevant and adapted to breath-
ing movements. The modification of the path remains minimal while collisions with
obstacles are avoided. This study on simulations constitutes a first step towards
intelligent robotic insertion under real-time image guidance.

Keywords Intraoperative path planning · Percutaneous procedure · Ablation
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1 Introduction

Image-guided percutaneous procedures such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA),
microwave ablation (MWA) and cryoablation are increasingly used for the treat-
ment of certain tumors in the lung, liver, kidney and bone, as well as other body
organs. During this treatment, a needle is guided into the tumor through the skin,
in order to destroy it by applying extreme heat or cold [1,2]. The advantages of
percutaneous ablation versus resection include a precise targeting of the tumor,
minimal damage to healthy tissue, and a short patient’s recovery [3].

Due to the complexity of the vascular structure in liver, when the tumor is in
a deep position or near a critical organ, it is essential to prepare the intervention
in advance to choose a safe and efficient path. The surgeon must often assess the
spatial relationship between the tumor and its surrounding structures by observ-
ing 2D images repeatedly and mentally reconstructing the 3D structures, which
is a difficult task and often leads to imprecise planning. Therefore, the ablation
therapy is difficult to perform and sometimes leads to complications if the nee-
dle is inaccurately inserted, such as hemorrhage, under-coverage of the tumor, or
damages to other organs [4]. The task is even more difficult when we consider that
the patient is breathing during the intervention. In this case, the insertion of the
needle has to be monitored during the intervention to make sure that there is no
deviation in the path and no critical anatomical structure in the trajectory. In this
kind of context, computer-assisted modeling and simulation can be extremely use-
ful to help surgeons to decide on reasonable preoperative surgery plans, monitor
the needle insertion in real time and optimize treatment outcomes.

Bale et al. [5] and Engstrand et al. [6] proposed a CT-guided stereotactic navi-
gation system and a high frequency jet ventilation in order to minimize movement
of the liver and achieve an accurate needle placement. The target locations and the
appropriate needle trajectory were identified manually on the navigation system.
However, such methods of breathing control are not always applicable.

The efficiency of percutaneous interventions is strongly dependent on the accu-
racy of needle targeting to achieve at least 5mm ablative margin in all surrounding
directions of the tumor [7]. The planning task consists in choosing the insertion
point, finding the optimal path that reaches the target point and avoids colli-
sions with anatomical obstacles. Then the surgeon has to manage the movement
of organs induced by breathing and steer the needle in real-time.

In the past 15 years, several research groups have investigated computer as-
sistance to trajectory planning for such interventions [8–13]. Most of these works
focused on the optimization of the needle path in order to satisfy a number of place-
ment constraints. For instance, the avoidance of certain surrounding anatomical
structures that must not be damaged by the needle during the insertion, or the
inclusion of a portion of healthy liver in the trajectory for a better cauterization.
The approach proposed by Seitel [10] allows to find the best compromise between
multiple clinical criteria. The optimization is computed on polygonal surfaces of
patient models, and uses the concept of Pareto front to browse between the best
compromises. Schumann [11] has investigated a fast automatic trajectory proposal
based on segmentation masks. Another work implemented by Stoll [13] and de-
rived from radiotherapy planning methods combines automatic and interactive
planning. Since 2003, our group has proposed an approach [8,9,14] of preoper-
ative planning based on a geometric solver using the Nelder Mead optimization
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algorithm to automatically find a trajectory (insertion point, angle and depth) op-
timizing an ellipsoid representing the ablation volume. Nevertheless, all the above
mentioned works assume that both the tissues and needle are static, which is a sig-
nificant oversimplification given the highly deformable environment and currently
used needles. An extension of the preoperative planning to deformable environ-
ments has been proposed by Hamzé [15], but it is restricted to deformations due
to the insertion of the needle, and does not take into account the breathing of the
patient.

Finally, various research groups have proposed approaches to help the surgeon
update the path during the insertion. Li [16] introduced a discrete path planning
algorithm for flexible needles insertion into anatomical soft tissues. Shahriari et
al. [17] developed a steering algorithm that introduces minimal tissue damage by
controlling the needle curvature. Vrooijink [18] and Patil [19] used a closed-loop
motion planning. Bernardes et al. [20] developed a specific path planner based on
the Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) approach and used explicit geometry
to obtain feasible trajectories that respect the needle nonholonomic constraints.

In the context of the planning of needle trajectory in the body, the first task is
to find the best insertion point and direction, and the second task is to follow the
advance of the needle and correct the initial trajectory in real-time if it deviated
from the intended path, for example due to breathing. In this paper, we propose
a process in two steps to help the surgeon achieving these tasks. After first sug-
gesting an optimal trajectory in static conditions, our approach suggests updates
of the path in real time to account for breathing motion. This work focuses on the
dynamic path planning algorithm. To validate our algorithms, we use synthetic
models that simulate the breathing in 3D. We do not focus on approaches to de-
tect or segment the needle in real time on ultrasound images, nor concentrate our
efforts on an extreme realism when reproducing the breathing, that are both out
of the scope of this paper. The final objective will be to adapt it in the future to
a real-time image-based monitoring of the needle and organs positions [21].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the basis of our work
and the proposed approaches. First, the initial static trajectory is computed using
the first part of the work of Hamzé et al. [15], that we recall briefly in Section
2.1. Secondly, we describe in Section 2.2 the simple breathing simulation that we
integrated. Then we introduce in Section 2.3 a novel approach named Real Time
Intelligent Trajectory (RTIT) that corrects and initial trajectory in a dynamic
environment. A second approach named Real Time Straight Trajectory (RTST) is
detailed in Section 3. It consists in simulating constant speed insertions at different
moments of the breathing cycle, and will serve as a reference. In Section 5, the
obtained results are presented and discussed, before concluding in Section 6.

2 Methods

2.1 Static preoperative planning

First, let us recall briefly in this section the first part of the approach that was
previously developed by Hamzé et al. [15] to calculate an optimal preoperative
trajectory in a three-dimensional (3D) environment.
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In static condition, where both the tissues and needle are assumed to be static,
the trajectory is considered as a straight 3D line from an entry point to a target,
that has to satisfy three placement constraints: 1) maximize the distance between
the path and the vessels, 2) maximize the distance between the path and the ribs,
3) minimize the volume of ablation to preserve a maximum of healthy tissue while
ensuring a complete coverage of the target by the resulting effect. The vessels,
ribs, targeted structure, and skin are 3D surface models represented by triangles
and obtained by segmentation and reconstruction of preoperative images, and are
considered as constants. The trajectory is the variable to find. The constraints are
represented as three cost functions that are combined into a single aggregative
cost function using a weighted sum, and then optimized using the Nelder-Mead
iterative optimization algorithm. The result of this method is a straight optimal
trajectory represented by (xSopt,vSopt), where xSopt is the coordinates of the
insertion point and vSopt is the direction of the trajectory to the target. This
static solution will be used as an initial setting for our dynamic algorithms. For
more detail about the static planning, we refer the reader to [15].

2.2 Breathing simulation

In order to reproduce the intervention conditions and simulate the motions of the
organs and the deviations of the needle due to breathing, we used a simplified
model of breathing cycles. In this work, we do not seek the best possible real-
ism, but only to have an approaching environment in terms of complexity of the
anatomy and motions to test our dynamic re-planning algorithms. We chose to
apply a regular and cyclic movement to the different organs, which had to move
relative to each other in a coherent way. Ideally, this model should not be specific
to a patient, in order to be applicable to different patient models. We also decided
to apply a different movement according to the type of organ. The ribs and skin
are modeled with an outward/inward cyclic motion, while the liver, tumor and
vessels have a slightly more complex motion, mostly upward/downward with a
small component of outward/inward motion as well, to follow the ribs and the
skin:

– movements applied to the skin and ribs: for each point P (Px, Py, Pz) of
the 3D surface of these organs we compute its position P ′(P ′

x, P
′
y, P

′
z) at the

next time step:

P ′ = P.
−→
T ∗ sin(t)

where t represents the time step,
−→
T (Tx, Ty, Tz) is the translation vector.

– movements applied to the liver, tumor and vessels: for each point P of
these organs we have:

P ′
x = Px ∗ Tx ∗ sin(t) ∗ (−0.1)

P ′
y = Py ∗ Ty ∗ sin(t) ∗ 0.1

P ′
z = Pz ∗ Tz ∗ sin(t) ∗ (−5)
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The multiplication constants of second type of movements are used to adjust
or reduce the intensity of the translation on the X, Y and Z axes, and to change
their direction compared to the first type of movement. They could be modified
according to patient breathing modality.

To evaluate our trajectory planning methods in a more realistic setup, we
introduced perturbations in the cyclic motion to break its uniformity by generating
a random speed for each cycle step. We added a random delay between 0 and 100
ms for computing the next coordinate of the organs (computing P ′ from P for
all organs points). This interval was chosen empirically to ensure a non-uniform
breathing motion.

In the approach detailed below, we do not use the formulas of our simulation as
an input. The simulation is performed completely separately from the trajectory
planning. We consider that the motion is unknown and has to be discovered and
monitored by the planning algorithm.

2.3 Real Time Intelligent Trajectory (RTIT)

The general idea of our approach is to monitor in real time the points that enter a
dangerous zone around the needle, to be able to avoid them during needle steering.
Ideally, all points from the obstacles meshes should be monitored at all times, but
to keep the computations in real time, some simplifications are made. The overall
process is to first mark a few points of the obstacles meshes during a preliminary
phase, and then during a dynamic replanning phase the motion of those points are
anticipated to avoid the obstacles. The structure of the proposed RTIT method
consists of three steps: 1) a preprocessing and risk observation step that detects
and marks the points of each critical organ that could be found too close to the
initial needle path during 10s of breathing process, 2) a correction and targeting
step to update the initial trajectory in real-time and reach the target point.

2.3.1 Preprocessing and risk observation

The initial trajectory is line (xSopt,vSopt), that links the entry point xSopt to the
target point pt following the direction given by unit vector vSopt. The distance L
between xSopt and pt corresponds to the insertion depth in static condition (see
Fig.1). The trajectory is discretized into n−1 steps of length l, where n = (L/l)+1
is the number of points along the trajectory, including the entry and target points.

For each organ j considered as an obstacle (in our simulation the ribs and
the vessels) first we define the dangerous zone as the volume around the needle
bounded by a minimum “safe” distance djmin to this obstacle. This parameter
must be set by the surgeon, and can be different for each obstacle independently.

For each intermediate point pi of the trajectory, we observe the proximity to
the obstacles during 10s of simulated breathing process. At each iteration of the
algorithm, we search for the closest vertex oi

j in obstacle mesh j at its current

state of the motion. Let us denote dij the perpendicular distance of point oi
j to

the trajectory (see Fig.1 right). If dij < djmin, then we consider that point oi
j is

within the dangerous zone. It is marked and added to a set of risky points Ri
j to be

considered during correction and targeting phase. The computation of distances
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Fig. 1 Left: The initial trajectory (xSopt,vSopt), represented as a homogeneous sequence
of points, between insertion point xSopt on the skin and target point pt within the targeted
structure (green). Two obstacles are in the vicinity of the trajectory. Obstacle j is made of two
parts. The dangerous zone for obstacle j is represented in light orange, and triangles of the
meshes of obstacle j that have at least one vertex in the zone are colored in dark orange. Right:
An intermediate point pi is represented as a blue point. Its distance to the next intermediate
point is l. Point oi

j (red) is the part of obstacle j closest to the trajectory, at a distance of dij .

is accelerated using a KD-tree algorithm [22] so that an iteration of the algorithm
is fast and allows for a good coverage of all possible positions of the obstacle.

We could have chosen to select all points within the dangerous zone defined
by djmin. However this could have led to a high number of points selected and
a high number of calculations. Our objective being real-time computations, this
simplified approach allows us to mark only a small subset of points among all the
points of obstacle mesh j that are within the dangerous zone, in order to reduce
the number of points to monitor later.

During the breathing simulation, the organs move as described in Section 2.2,
and the coordinates of all points oi

j are updated accordingly. The trajectory also
moves with the rest of the anatomy, so that all points pi have moving coordinates,
and the trajectory might not be straight anymore. The initial position of each
point, i.e. its position in the preoperative image, is saved and denoted in the rest
of the paper respectively oi

j0, pi0, and pt0 for the target.
The duration of 10 s is enough to cover a few breathing cycles and be repre-

sentative of the global movement.The displacement amplitude δpt is the maximum
norm of projection vector of −−−→ptpt0 on vSopt. Where pt0 is the initial position of
target point and pt is moving target point recorded during the observation.

At the end of this phase, that is illustrated on Fig.1, we have a list of points to
verify during next phase. For a better visualization, all the triangles that have at
least one vertex belonging to Ri

j will be colored according to the distance between

oi
j and pi during the next phase. The color will be updated in real-time. (See

Fig.2).

2.3.2 Correction and targeting

In this section we propose an approach that dynamically corrects the initial tra-
jectory in an optimal way.

When the risk observation is finished, the simulation of the needle insertion
starts at insertion point xSopt and towards the current position of the first pi,
while the breathing simulation is still running. Between each point pi and the
next point pi+1, we wait for the right moment in the breathing cycle, when the
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Fig. 2 A trajectory (in red) after correction by method RTIT. Triangles having vertices within
Ri

j are highlighted by pink ovals on the vessels and the ribs. They are colored according to

their distance to the trajectory, and their color is updated in real time. The target is in green.

path is clear from any close obstacle, to move the needle forward. If this is not
possible, the trajectory is slightly corrected by a calculated displacement vector.

To achieve this, for each obstacle j, at time t of the breathing cycle, and with
the needle inserted up to intermediate point pi, if ∃ok ∈ Ri+1

j such that, at its

current location, its perpendicular distance to the trajectory do < djmin. During

5s this distance is monitored until either do ≥ djmin (the obstacle is cleared) or
the 5s are over (Fig.3(a)).

The idea is to wait so that point ok has moved away from the neighbourhood
of the path. This waiting strategy is useful to avoid to modify the initial insertion
direction. Let us note that even if the direction of insertion is never changed, the
final path is not a straight line as the needle is steered within moving anatomical
structures, as shown on Fig.2.

If this waiting strategy fails to provide a safe moment, we try to modify the
direction of insertion by moving the next point pi+1. For a single point ok ∈
Ri+1

j that is inside the dangerous zone which means do < djmin, we calculate a
displacement vector vk as follows :

vk =
−dk ∗ di+1

‖pi − o′
k‖
∗ v̂o

Where vo is the vector rejection of −−−−→pi+1ok from −−−−→pipi+1, dk = djmin − do, di+1 is
the distance between pi and pi+1, and o′

k is the projection of ok on −−−−→pipi+1 (see
Fig.3(a)).

Therefore a displacement vector vi+1 is calculated as the average direction of
all displacement vectors. To calculate vi+1 for m risky points inside the dangerous
zone detected for pi+1 (as detailed in section 2.3.1), we use :

vi+1 =

∑
ok

vk

m
(1)

For intermediate points pi+1 fairly close to the target point pt, i.e. if ‖pi+1 −
pt‖ < δpt + l+ (bbd/2) where bbd is the diagonal of tumor’s bounding box, and as
well for the final movement to the target point, we can assume that the obstacles
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nearby move along with the needle and the target. So the main objective becomes
to ensure an accurate targeting. If ‖pt−pt0‖ > 0, during 5s this distance is verified
with its new location until we have ‖pt−pt0‖ = 0 or this 5s are over. This waiting
strategy is useful for a better realignment of the target.

If waiting is not enough to align the target, then the displacement vector vi+1

for point pi+1 is modified to redirect towards the target (see Fig.3(b)), with :

vi+1 = pt − pt0 (2)

With the displacement method, the next movement of the needle is made
towards an updated p′

i+1 that is computed by p′
i+1 = pi+1+vi+1. Fig.3 illustrates

this dynamic replanning phase.

(a) general case (b) close to target

Fig. 3 Illustration of the correction step in RTIT method: (a) in the general case, p′
i+1 is the

modified position of pi+1 by vi+1 to avoid the obstacle. For a single risky point vi+1 = vk

(b) close to the target, pi+1 is pt.

3 Real Time Straight Trajectory (RTST)

In order to evaluate our RTIT approach, we propose a simple method called Real
Time Straight Trajectory (RTST), which will be used as a reference. This method
consists in inserting the needle from insertion point xSopt with a constant speed s
following the initial direction vSopt until the initial location of pt is reached. This
method examines 16 insertion scenarios, that combine eight different starting mo-
ments (complete exhalation, 75% exhalation, 50% exhalation, 25% exhalation, 25%
inhalation, 50% inhalation, 75% inhalation and complete inhalation. See Fig. 4)
with two different speeds (s1 = 2.5mm/s and s2 = 5mm/s). This discretization
of the breathing was chosen empirically as we observed that discretizing more
would not significantly change the results. To account for the variability of nee-
dle insertion speed between surgeons, we chose these two speeds after consulting
experienced surgeons. However, they would rather fit a simple scenario of robotic
constant insertion.

In the next section, we define the different evaluation criteria for choosing the
best scenario among these sixteen. Then we compare it to the result obtained from
the RTIT approach.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the 8 starting moments for the needle insertion

4 Evaluation criteria

The objective is to find the best combination start/speed given by RTST, and
then compare the trajectory produced with this combination to the path produced
using RTIT. In this section, we detail the two criteria we used to choose the best
combination: target positioning error (TPE), and distance of the actual path to
risky structures. We also detail how we compute the deviation from the initial
path, that is used as another criterion to compare with RTIT.

The TPE is defined as the distance between the final position pf of the needle
tip at the end of the insertion and pt:

TPE = ‖pf − pt‖ (3)

The distance of the actual path to risky structures and the deviation from the
initial path are measured during the insertion simulation. At each time step of
the simulation, the minimal distance between the needle tip and the obstacles is
measured. At the end of the simulation, the distance of the actual path to risky
structures is the minimum of the measured distances. This criterion helps us to
evaluate the trajectory’s safety. Among the paths produced with the 16 scenarios,
we first look for the one(s) with the best accuracy i.e the path(s) that has minimum
TPE calculated with equation 3. If several paths have a similar accuracy, the path
that has the greatest minimum distance to obstacles is selected to be compared
with RTIR’s result.

At each time step, in RTIT approach, for point pi+1 we also measure the norm
of its displacement vector vi+1 if there is any displacement computed with Eq. 1
and 2. This allows us to measure the maximal and average displacements that had
to be performed, to quantify the degree of correction of method RTIT.

4.1 Experimental setup and input data

In order to validate our approach, an experiment was conducted on six 3D models
of abdominal structures from the 3D-IRCADb database [23]. This database in-
cludes several sets of segmented medical images of patients. For all patients, the
anatomical structures reconstructed as 3D triangular surface meshes are provided,
among which the liver, the lungs, the ribs and spine, the vascular structure, the
skin, and one or several tumors. For this study, we chose a subset of six datasets
from three male and three female patients with liver tumors.
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(a) initial trajectory (b) RTIT’s result

Fig. 5 (a) initial trajectory. (b) RTIT’s result after getting to the target (red). For a good
visualization, some models are omitted and the liver and skin models are represented as semi-
transparent.

For each patient model, a straight trajectory in static environment was com-
puted by the algorithm proposed by Hamzé et al. [15] (See Fig. 5(a)). Then the
breathing simulation was activated with T = (−0.1, 0.1,−0.1).

Lin [24] proposed 5 to 10mm safe distance from vessels, therefore we set
dmin = 7mm for vessels. For ribs we set dmin = 5mm after consulting experi-
enced surgeons. Length of each step (described in Section 2.3.1) typically varies
from 5 to 20mm apart [25], accordingly we set l = 5mm.

Given an initial trajectory, our dynamic path planning methods were started.
The RTIT’s result is illustrated in Fig. 5(b).

5 Results and discussion

Table 1 shows the TPE for the six patient models and both methods. The re-
ported average TPE were respectively 0mm for RTIT and 0.725mm for the path
provided by the scenario chosen as best for RTST. According to this result our
RTIT approach has a significantly better targeting accuracy than RTST, showing
its capacity to adapt the path to the motion of the anatomy.

Note that this result has been obtained with a breathing simulation, where
recognition and tracking errors that happen during clinical applications are not
taken into account.

During such an intervention, targeting accuracy is essential to realize a com-
plete destruction of the tumor. To achieve this, at least 5mm ablative margin in
all surrounding directions of the tumor is required [7]. Moreover the damages to
the healthy tissues should remain minimal. Therefore a lower TPE means a lower
risk of recurrence and minimal damage to the healthy tissues.

Table 1 TPE (in mm) for the six cases and both methods RTIT and RTST.

Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6 AVG STD
RTIT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RTST 0 0.95 0.43 0.85 1.2 0.92 0.725 0.434
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To confirm that our method RTIT decreased the risk of collision comparing to
the simple RTST method, for both obstacles (ribs and vessels) and all cases we
counted all points of sets Ri

j that remained inside the dangerous zone despite the
attempts of avoiding the obstacles. This number of points is displayed in Table 2,
along with the distance of the dynamic path to risky structures for both methods
RTIT and RTST. In cases #2 and #6 both methods were capable to keep a safe
distance to the obstacles above dmin. In cases #3, #4 and #5, both methods
were under the threshold of dmin for the vessels. However, RTIT always found
paths above 5.78mm in average, and in 3 cases (#1, #2 and #3) it found as safe
path, whereas RTST always found paths below 5.86mm in average, and in case #5
minimum distance to vessels was 2.99mm. Both methods were able to avoid the
ribs, therefore in Table 2 we just summarize the distances to vessels. Overall, our
RTIT shows a significant improvement to avoid the collisions compared to RTST
method. This is mainly due to its path correction algorithm.

Table 2 Number of points of Ri
j that remained below the minimal distance to the generated

dynamic path, with their minimal and average distances to the path (in mm).

Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6

RTIT

# of points 0 0 5 2 1 0
Min dist - - 4.21 6.74 5.78 -
AVG dist - - 5.78 6.79 5.78 -

STD - - 0.95 0.07 - -

RTST

# of points 3 0 8 4 5 0
Min dist 4.64 - 4.34 4.35 2.99 -
AVG dist 5.86 - 5.23 5.41 4.76 -

STD 1.05 - 0.76 0.9 1.68 -

We also summarize the maximum and average deviations from the initial path
for the RTIT method in Table 3. We can observe that no deviation above 2.89mm
was necessary, which remains within the range of what is physically reproducible
during an intervention.

Table 3 Deviations from the initial path for the RTIT method (in mm).

Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6

Max 0 0 1.66 0 2.89 0
AVG 0 0 1.62 0 2.89 0
STD - - 0.056 0 - -

In our experimental data an obstacle mesh could contain [9000,110000] points.
Processing all these points takes 790 ± 223 ms. Our selection approach allows
us to process only [0,3] points per intermediate point pi, reducing the process to
0.062± 0.022 ms.

Finally, let us note that during the breathing simulation, the points pi that the
needle has already reached follow the movement of the anatomy, to reproduce the
natural insertion of the needle in the body. This is done by applying to points pi

the same movement as the organ in which it is located, as described in Section 2.2.
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This allows to bring more realism in this simulation. In a real environment, where
the intervention is monitored in real time for instance under ultrasound guidance,
the needle would have to be detected as well as the organs motions.

6 Conclusion

This study is a first step towards intelligent robotic insertion under real-time image
guidance. It proposes real-time path replanning for percutaneous procedures in
the abdomen during free breathing. We presented an intelligent dynamic planning
approach, based on an observation of the critical structures, and an iterative wait-
or-correct algorithm that anticipated the motions to keep the trajectory at a safe
distance from critical structures. Our approaches provides safer and better targeted
results than the näıve RTST method that examines sixteen scenarios of needle
insertions, while requiring minimal deviations from the initial trajectory.

This work was focused on the dynamic replanning algorithm. The algorithm
was tested on six real patient cases, but with a synthetic breathing simulation.
In future works, this simplified environment needs to be replaced with real-time
tracking, and methods able to detect dynamically the progression of the needle
during the insertion and the location and motion of the surrounding critical organs.
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